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A lot of effort went into making the site COVID safe and
the risk is probably quite small especially with the local risk
being low although it is rising again now. I returned, missing
only the first week but gave up again towards the end of
September because I wanted to reduce my risk.
Do you like the 3D map? It is part of a publicity package
by Red Kite. The map is very good and the basic idea came
from Dylan Jones-Healy. Elsewhere you will find 2D site
plan in a similar style. Both these maps might change
slightly before they are used.
Probably the most important decision made recently was
not to run trains this year. The main reason for that decision
was that some of our volunteers felt unsafe meeting the
public. They felt that it was relatively easy to keep a social
distance from other volunteers but that the public could not
be controlled so easily. With some volunteers not wanting to
be involved it left us with a staff shortage problem. We will
not lose too much money as our overheads are low. Better

Still Back at Work
As seems usual these days, this edition is a little late.
Normally it is because one of the contributors needed a bit
of a nudge or I am waiting for us to achieve some notable
event. This time it is neither of those but a failure with my
PC which has taken a long time to fix as the repairer could
not track down an intermittent fault. At one point I thought
the PC was lost but fortunately not.
Despite the worsening Coronavirus situation, our team
have continued work, mainly on the Carriage Shed
foundations and the inspection pit. Volunteers started to
return to Kempton towards the end of July although
numbers have been down by about a third. However, there
have been enough to progress the carriage shed with some
left over to keep the site tidy and even do other jobs at times.

Draft: subject
to change
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safe than sorry! What we have decided to do before public
running is to have a Members Day or even a whole weekend
to see how that goes and a target date for that is March 14th.
Whether that happens on that date only time will tell.
We have made considerable progress with the carriage
shed. Throughout the initial stages the ground stayed dry.
We had seen earlier what mess it could be. A few relatively
minor problems lost us a day or so. I won’t say more here as
it is well documented elsewhere in this issue.
An exciting proposal has been put forward by the Great
Engines in their business plan which is to expand their
exhibits by taking over the old boiler house which is behind
the main building and is, of course, at the base of the two
chimneys The plan is far too long to publish here but a short
report on p12.
The railway has joined The Transport Trust and there is
a short article on p12

Inspection Pit construction sequence
David Lewis
A few people have asked me about the construction
sequence for the Inspection Pit so below I outline the logical
steps and any issues



















Dig out Inspection Pit to correct size – Completed
(10/09) although after the next op we may need to
adjust slightly in places
Pour Concrete Blinding to base of excavation – this is
minimally 50 mm thick and seals the base and provides
a working surface for the next ops – in parts the
excavation is a little deep so it will be more than 50 mm
in places. (Completed 15/09)
Lay in and tape up the DPM – draping it up the sides of
the excavation – this will be like wrapping a present up
from the inside – we must be careful not to damage it.
(completed 22/09)
Place sump reinforcement in position – make up cage
like the other foundations
Place the first sheet of mesh in and position using
theodolite – the mesh is pretty much the correct size for
the base without trimming except for the sump area
Place scaffolding to support kicker shuttering
Place outer wall starter bars and lacers/corner steel
Place top mesh in position and remainder of wall starter
bars
Place and fix water bar in position
Place kicker shutter in position, check and fix location
and prepare to concrete base
Concrete base
Remove scaffolding and kicker shuttering
Fix remaining wall reinforcement
Install Panel Shuttering and brace
Prepare for concreting and Concrete walls
We will leave the wall shuttering in place since if forms
the slab edge shuttering as well – remove after slab cast

That’s it - sounds more complex than in practice although
each activity needs to be planned for execution.
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retaining wall to hold ballast near the running shed. This
uses blocks we were given, interlocked but without mortar.

Working parties
Note: The Site Progress Reports are from David Lewis
who is in charge of the carriage shed construction.
Other reports from 22nd September on are by John
Morson or Peter Binns or Robert Leadbetter.

Thursday 30th July
Amongst other jobs done, the security camera mast by
the Running Shed was lowered and examined with the idea
to install a modern solar powered camera.
Tuesday 4th August
Dry & sunny
The digger spent almost all day getting the carriage shed
site level. There was also some widening done in the SW
corner. The digger also made a level road into the site from
the gate using soil and ballast so that concrete lorries can get
in.

Tuesday 28th July
Warm & dry – not too
hot. Good volunteer turnout.
After the long break the carriage shed started in earnest.
The first job was to dig out more spoil from the back of the
shed. Quite why this has not been done before was not clear.
At first the spoil was dumped under the flyover but when
that was full it was being dumped by the big oak tree.
Foundation digging to start soon.

The site ready for foundation digging
John Morson continued painting the HNGT carriage
underframe.
The tool van had a bit of a tidy up. It also had the frame
of a new access platform installed over the buffer stop.

Clearing out the last corner to get the whole site level.
Note how the weeds have grown
Work on the track was limited to fitting new special
track spacers near the foot crossing to replace the shims
inserted recently to get the gauge correct.
There was some cleaning and painting of the Bursledon
bogie carriage underframe.
Elsewhere, there was much grass cutting and gardening
going on.
Missed out from the last report was the construction of a

Site Progress Report - Week Ending August 7th 2020
1. Levelling of Site continued
2. Setting and marking out of foundation excavations
3. Movement of excavated material off site or to loading bay
area
4. Excavated three foundations - A/1, A/2, A/3
5. Security Fence Bolt Screwdriver bit obtained and
satisfactorily tested
6. Cutting back of ground at road side commenced
7. Location of building set out and indicated
8. Agreed offset from Main Track - Structural Gauge.
9. Track covered in loading bay area for vehicle access
10. Excavations protected with fence surrounds
11.Reinforcement price obtained for cost check and
procedure agreement to cut and bend offsite
12. Finalised reinforcement schedule developed and issued
to bar supplier
13 Timbers and concrete blocks to site from Storage
14. Concrete price discussed and agreed with supplier.
15.Temporary transfer of Premises Certificate received from TW.
Tuesday 11th August
Very hot, difficult to
work outside.
Most volunteers were involved with preparing
foundations for carriage shed. More pits were dug.
Thursday 13th August
Wet early, then hot &
sunny. Worked stopped with threat of a thunder storm.
Most of reinforcing rods for carriage shed arrived.

Blocks forming a dwarf wall to retain ballast
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More foundation holes were dug with four more to go.
As they are finished they are covered with a pallet wrapped
in a waterproof cover in an attempt to keep them from filling
with water.
Bernard Hales was fitting lifting forks to the tractor.

11.
Mesh reinforcement correct
12.
Bar reinforcement incorrect - mistake by supplier being corrected and delivered next Tuesday
13
This may affect construction programme for
casting bases as above - on Thursday 20th Aug
14.
Concrete supplier visited site and viewed
arrangement.
15.
Test on use of tractor for work on site undertaken.
Tuesday 18th August
Nice and cool in
morning with rain later and a stiff breeze.
Main job again was the carriage shed foundations with
the digger on site well before 9am. One more pit was dug

Foundation pits covered to keep water (and people) out

Josh’s unfinished pedal trolley
with spoil now being dumped in the field opposite the
loading dock gates. Further progress was held up by late
delivery of reinforcements which had to be sorted out before
they could be used. By the time that was done it was lunch
time and then it rained.
Other jobs done, platform for tool van finished, Josh was
building a bicycle powered trolley and, of course, grass
cutting was in progress.
Site Progress Report - Week Ending August 21st 2020
1. Reinforcement received from the suppliers
2. Most of the reinforcement satisfactory although some still
outstanding - Supplier notified
3. Excavation of bases A/4 and A/5 completed ready for
trimming.
4. Reinforcement cages for A/1, A/2, A/3, B/1, C/1, C/2, C/3
made up.
5. Reinforcement placed in excavations, positioned, secured
and levelled.
6. All excavated foundations protected and covered against
anticipated rain.
7. All current spoil removed from site.
8. All excavated foundations protected and covered against
anticipated rain.
9. Concrete ordered for next Tuesday.
10. Sunday working (23rd) carried out to complete
reinforcing foundations.
Weather - Dry and bright with breeze. Some light rain

The chute used to get concrete into the furthest holes
Site Progress Report - Week Ending August 14th 2020
1.Levelling of Site continued
2.Setting and marking out of foundation excavations
completed
3.
Movement of excavated material off site or to
loading bay area continued - access to field obtained.
4.
Excavated four foundations - B/1, C/1, C/2, C/3
5.
Foundations A/1, A/2, A/3, B/1, C/1, C/2, C/3 all
trimmed to size and depth
6.
Foundation A/5 started
7.
All current spoil removed from site
8.
All Excavated Foundations protected and covered
against anticipated rain
9.
Heras fencing brought to site for erection
10.
Reinforcement ordered and delivered to site
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Tuesday 25th August
The forecast was to be
wet & windy but in fact there was little rain.
There was an early start with some volunteers on site by
8am. This was because a 9am concrete delivery was
expected. It arrived fairly promptly. The first set-back was
that the lorry was unable to get onto the site and was in
danger of getting bogged down. Plan B was to remove the
security fencing adjacent to the site. There was another setback when it was found that the special tool to unscrew the
fence panels only fitted some of the screws. In desperation
the bolt heads nuts were ground with a screwdriver slot.
The lorry actually mixed the concrete on site in a
continuous action and it discharged it via through a movable
chute which could be directed to where it was needed. The
flow could be started or stopped at will and it was also able
to adjust the water content to help the flow.
Set back 3 was that the chute was not long enough to
reach most of the holes. Quick thinking produced a long
corrugated roofing panel and that was positioned so that one
end was below the chute on the lorry and the other end was
able to discharge into the hole. We were lucky as the roof
panel was only just long enough.

It is mounted on a long underframe with a tool box at the
other end. There were thoughts building a large body round
the whole underframe.
Thursday August 27th
Warm & dry with rain
later.
Something had to go wrong and it did! The plan for the
day was to dig out the last four foundation holes and start
digging the inspection pit but the digger would not start.
Bernard Hales went off to get some parts & tools but the day
was largely lost. He did get it working again but too late to
use it.
The carriage shed site was cleared up and all the wooden
supports were removed. Heras fencing was erected round
the work site.
Timber & plywood for the pit shuttering arrived
eventually and then it rained. The afternoon was not wasted
as the time was spent making up the reinforcements for
foundations.

Site Progress Report - Week Ending August 28th 2020
Reinforcement for remaining bases A/4, A/5 (2 cages), C/4
and C/5 made up and completed.
1. Bases for A/1, A/2, A/3, B/1, C/1, C/2, C/3
concreted.
2. Site tidied and Heras separating Fence erected.
3. Timber reinforcement supports removed and
reassembled for reuse on the remaining bases
4. Any water in bases pumped out in prep for
concreting
5. All current spoil removed from site.
6. Timber for Inspection Pit shuttering delivered
7. Digger malfunctioned causing loss of day for
digging bases C/4 and C/5 and Inspection Pit
8. Digger repaired and intention to dig on Sunday
30th and continue Inspection Pit on Tuesday.
9. Fence to Road partially removed to allow
concreting, some fixings not standard
10. Non-standard fixings to Road Fence loosened by
cutting slot in bolt head, replacements ordered.
Weather
1. Tuesday - wet and damp - although no rain during work
2. Thursday - damp but dry during work, rained later.

A filled foundation pit
After the initial panic the rest went smoothly, 6
foundation holes were filled and the driver got away well
before his 11am deadline.
There had been some worry that the holes would have
filled with water but only 2 had any in and they were
quickly pumped out.
Another pit is dug and three more have not been started.
Other jobs undertaken were the usual tree lopping,
gardening and an appraisal of the diesel generator which
came from HNGT. It was probably assumed that some work
was required to get it to run and was left until time was
available. It has electric start so a battery was found. It
turned over nicely but did not start. More diesel was found
as the level in the tank was low. There was some confusion
as to whether the engine stop control was in “stop” or “run”
position. However, after trying both positions blue smoke
appeared from the exhaust – a hopeful sign! Further turning
over produced a few hesitant coughs and then it started. The
oil was checked and found sufficient and clean so someone
had looked after it. No test was made of the electrical output
but that will be done soon and then it can be used.

Sunday 30th August
The four remaining foundation
pits were dug out.
Tuesday 1st September
Warm without being too
hot.
Another early start. The main job was digging out the
inspection pit which will take a few days. Fortunately, the
ground had dried out again. Also progressing was the
shuttering to be used in the construction of the pit and a
check was made to see if the foundation reinforcements had
moved.
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Thursday 3rd September
Dull but dry & warm.
Excavations for pit continued.

carriage fitted to the bogie, the bogie was taken to the Loop
for a test run. It seemed to run OK but will, of course, need
further, extensive, testing when fitted to the carriage.

Site Progress Report - Week Ending Sept 11th 2020
1. Inspection Pit Excavation Completed
2. Inspection Pit Wall Kicker Shuttering commenced and
progressed
3. Inspection Pit Shuttering continued
4. Drain Box Outs and Sump Box Outs for Foundations
made and installed
5. Concrete ordered for Tuesday
6. Setting out updated and checked
Weather
1. Tuesday - dry
2. Thursday – dry
Tuesday 15th September
Very hot and dry
This was the second day of concreting (there will be
several more). It was intended to fill the four remaining
foundation holes plus making a drain trench and put about
50mm in the bottom of the pit hole. The latter job was to
make a base on which to sit the shuttering for the pit.
The concrete was supposed to arrive between 9 & 10 am
and there had been another early start to be ready. However,

Digging of the inspection pit nears completion
Construction of shuttering for pit continued with the first
two sections finished. They are quite heavy needing four
people to lift them. Four more sections to be built. We are
getting a hook for the digger so that it can lift the shuttering
in and out of the hole.

Site Progress Report - Week Ending Sept 4th 2020
1. Reinforcement for remaining bases A/4, A/5 (2 cages),
C/4 and C/5 installed, lined and levelled
2. Inspection Pit Excavation commenced
3. Inspection Pit Shuttering commenced
4. Digger malfunctioned - cause - battery failure - jump
starting off Dumper
5. Excavation for Strip Footing on Grid 1 completed
Concrete Chute improvements made.
Weather
1. Tuesday - dry
2. Thursday – dry
Tuesday 8th September
Warm & dry
Pit digging continued – it looks nearly deep enough.
Shuttering for pit also continued with 3 out of 6 panels
done and another half done.
The second wheel set for the Darlington coach was
returned and refitted to the bogie.
Thursday 10th September
Warm & dry
Excavations in the pit were concluded. Construction of
the pit shuttering continued with 5 of the 6 panels finished.
With the return of the second axle set for the Darlington

The crane moved the carriage bogie to the Loop

With David in the pit, the size becomes apparent
it did not arrive until about 11:30. This time we persuaded
the (same) driver to back right into the site as it was much
drier. However, for the last two holes at the back of the shed
we took down a panel of fence and the lorry was able to stay
out of the site on the road. It might have reached from the
first position but there would have been a distinct possibility
of the pit collapsing under the weight of the lorry.
Apart from the late start the only other thing to go
wrong was that the generator for the concrete vibrator would
not start.
The job took about 2 hours but there was clearing up to
do later. It was all hard work and our guys looked
exhausted, not helped by the high temperature.
Not much else got done
Thursday 17th September
Warmish with a
strong wind.
There was a general clear up after the concreting and
more surveying.
The last shuttering panel was made and it is all ready for
a trial assembly.
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The Darlington carriage bogie was being painted to get
it ready for reinstallation. Dave Pearce was welding up steel
sheet for the inspection pit.

A new ply panel has been prepared to go over the hole in
the picnic area containing the TW water valves. This panel
had the first protective coat of paint applied.
The first modified Darlington carriage bogie (which had
been tested on the loop the previous week and found to now
be in good working order) was painted ready for the air
brake system to be refitted. It will then be refitted under the
underframe, ready for the second bogie to be removed for
modification.
Thursday 24th September
Work was mainly concentrated on the carriage shed. The
pit did have a small amount of water in it due to the
overnight rain and this was pumped out to enable work on
the pit floor. The first reinforcing mesh was accurately
positioned so it was in the correct place and additional
plastic spacers were fitted. Some special pieces of
reinforcing rod were bent into the required shape. The
reinforcing metalwork for the sump area was wired into
place and the second layer of mesh was lowered into
position. Further work was done on the metal frame for the
pit.
Darent had some work done on it ready for the Boiler
inspector to carry out a dry inspection in early October.
Various wagons were moved around on the breakout
siding, so that work could start on repairs to the generator
wagon.
The now painted first bogie from the Darlington coach
had some of the air braking system re-fitted to it, in
preparation for it to be fitted back under the carriage.

Site Progress Report - Week Ending Sept 20th 2020
1. Concrete placed in foundations A/4, A/5. C/4, C/5,
blinding to base of Insp. Pit and Strip Footing on Grid 1
2. Concrete placed - circa 6.4 m3
3. Inspection Pit Wall Kicker Shuttering 80% complete
4. Inspection Pit shuttering 90% complete ready for trial
assembly
5. Inspection Pit Water Bar welded to circa 60% complete
6. Inspection pit trimmed out to correct size circa 80% complete
7. Setting out for Inspection Pit Base done and
excavation size checked - see item 5
8. Drainage Elements List agreed with supplier and ordered.
9. Budget price for Inspection Pit obtained, additional
quotes being sought
10. Reinforcement supplier contacted and reminded
about outstanding steel
11. Kerb Perimeter finalised and unit chosen.
12. Hounslow Building Control pursued but contact
provided there on holiday.
Weather.
Tuesday – dry, Thursday - dry
Tuesday 22nd September
Dry & warm
The pit in the new carriage shed was lined with a damp
proof membrane, after the walls were squared up the
previous Sunday.
The mesh reinforcing for the bottom of the pit was cut to
size, plastic stand-offs were fitted underneath and the mesh
assembly was lowered into the pit.

Progress Report - Week Ending Sept 27th 2020
1. Inspection Pit Trimmed to size
2. DPM around pit Installed lapped and taped
3. Inspecton Pit Wall Kicker Shuttering 90% complete
4. Inspection Pit shuttering trial assembled
5. Inspection Pit Water Bar welded to circa 90% complete
6. Reinforcing Mesh placed in Inspection Pit
7. Circa 70% of wall started bars Installation fixed
8. Site tidied up
9. Temp. Scaffolding selected and ready to bring to site
10. Reinforcement supplier supplied outstanding steel
11. Kerb Perimeter unit finalised and unit chosen, and ordered
12. Hounslow Building Control pursued but no contact as yet
13. Weather, Tuesday - dry – damp, Thursday - dry

Tuesday 29th September & Thursday 1st October
Most of the effort was concentrated on the coach shed by
getting the reinforcing, metal box and wooden frame ready for
Tuesdays' concreting. Also kicker shuttering for pit installed.
With the waterproof membrane fitted, the
reinforcement follows.
John Morson
Using our digger with lifting hook attached, the
timber/ply pit shuttering sections were given a trial
assembly. Steel sheets were bent into shape as part of the
welded metalwork for the pit.
Grass cutting, etc., was carried out in the South Field.
The ground in the loop between the big Oak tree and the
track is being raised to the same height as the rest of the
field using soil removed from the coach shed excavations. It
will then be seeded with grass.
Work continues on maintaining our trolleys, sack
barrows, etc.

Kicker shuttering on way to site
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An area beside the fence between the loading bay and the back
of the running shed was cleared of debris and undergrowth, ready
for a tree to be planted. Undergrowth clearance continued
generally.
Some maintenance work was carried out on the crane.
I (PB) continued with clearing the drainage gulley at the foot of
the wall by the steps up to the crew room - all that area round to
Hounslow Hall is cleaner and weed free (well, it was!) so looks
tidier and loved! As do the gravelled squares in front of the engine
house.
Janet and I cleared brambles etc by the tool van as the plan is to
plant a cherry tree there.
John (?) continued with other horticultural work.
Thursday 8th October RL
At Hampton it's a grey sky with a damp blustery wind but we
hope to go to the south field and attack the leased line to the
Himalayas as we have been asked to inspect the foliage.
Clive Penfold will lead the way with his brush cutter.
The foliage on the deviation loop side of gate 10a (Bridge 3)
has been cleared by TW contractors whilst working on another job
not related to us. We have now relocated the gate 10a (a bit of
fencing actually) so that it opens away from the aqueduct.
The other job is to continue to remove the rusty bolts holding
on the roof of the Darlington coach.
We have removed the paint from one of the seat slats and the
wood appears to be in good form.
Tuesday 13th October
The wall reinforcing structure in the pit of the new coach shed
was checked for correct positioning and adjusted as required. The
wooden shuttering was moved from under the A316, lowered into
the pit using our digger and assembled in situ - it all fitted quite
well. They may be big and cumbersome but it is precision
woodwork and they were a good snug fit. Don looked very
pleased.
Robert and Brian plus Peter worked on the Darlington coach,
trying to release the roof. Some progress but largely thwarted.
Efforts to continue. Work progressed on the seats and the roof was
prepared for lifting off the chassis.

Site Progress Report - Week Ending October 4th
1. Inspection Pit Cleaned
2. DPM around Pit Inspected and repaired as required
3. Inspection pit wall kicker shuttering installed and 100% complete
4. Mesh and other reinforcement fixed to Base Slab
5. Inspection Pit Water Bar installed to 100% complete
6. Reinforcing Mesh finalised in Inspection Pit
7. All wall starter bars installation fixed
8. Site tidied up
9. Temp. scaffolding installed to support kicker shuttering
10. Some drainage items received
11. Scaffolding supports Installed
12. Kicker shuttering installed and base ready for concreting
13. Hounslow Building Control finally returned our calls and emails
Weather 1. Tuesday - dry & damp 2. Thursday – dry

Kicker shuttering being installed

RL

Tuesday 6th October
After all the rain over the last few days, it was not surprising to
find that the pit had about 15 inches of water laying in it.
The first two hours or so were taken up with getting the
generators/ water pumps out and pumping the pit dry.
Our volunteers were just getting ready for an early lunch when
the concreting lorry turned up. The next 3 hours were taken up
with getting the concrete into the various places that required it and
then levelling/smoothing the floor.
Also Darent passed the insurance inspectors visit, so she is
ready for the year ahead.
Work commenced on the 'Darlington' coach seats having the
slats cleaned of old paint.

Loading the first shuttering segment
PB
A bit of painting was done inside Darent’s cab.
Various gardening jobs were carried out.
All the scaffolding items that were under the A316 were
moved onto the new storage rack.

South Field entrance now cleared

RL
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Shuttering being lowered into position
Bernard Hales nursed the tractor.
Janet and John were on horticulturals.

The shuttering finished
PB
th
Tuesday 20 October
dry and warm.
Final preparations were made to the Pit in the new coach shed
ready for pouring more concrete next Tuesday. The Building
Control engineer visited to inspect the shed foundations.
Work continued on vegetation control including mowing the
picnic field.
Further minor work was carried out on Darent.
Maintenance/improvement work was done on our tractor to get
it fully operational.

Clean ballast in station

JM

The dirty ballast in the station area was removed and new
ballast was put down using the hopper wagons.
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down.
At Kempton, Dave was ready with the Ransomes & Rapier
crane to lift it into position but even though we had previously
eased the bolt holes some took a bit of persuasion to line up. When
we had fitted the air brake control assembly and a restored twin
dial pressure gauge (courtesy of Josh) we needed to move the
boiler pressure gauge to the fireman’s side of the cab (where it
should have been in the first place).
Then came the never ending saga of the boiler inspections. On
the 5th August, we made an early start and lit a fire to gently bring
the boiler up to full pressure and made a final adjustment to the
safety valve release point. We were finally ready for the first
‘inspection in service’ since the boiler rebuild, only to have an
inspector no show! Phone calls to the insurance head office were
useless as I was redirected to staff working from home who knew

Jerry Scholefield

Removing the regulator for the second time was a bit more
straightforward and we quickly identified two small leak paths
between the regulator body and the copper ring now firmly
embedded in the steam outlet pipe flange. Removal of the ring
risked distorting it so we cleaned up the sealing face in situ and
remade the joint with a 0.75mm graphite gasket that neatly located
in the recess in the regulator body.

Darent’s cab lined up
On the few laps we ran without the cab, preparing for the
‘inspection in service’ it became obvious that the pressure gauge
needed proper support so fitting the cab was the next job. I
measured the cab trolley, my trailer and Bernard’s twin-axle trailer
and nothing fitted! In the end I found it would just fit on top of my
trailer side panels so we put together a ramp and with the help of
Ged & Dick we managed to winch it into position and strap it

On test day
nothing. It later turned out that someone had neglected to enter the
inspector’s days-off on the computer. We had to wait to 24th
August for the next booking but of course, Darent passed without
problems and we were therefore able to steam up for the next three
Sundays for footplate training and driver refresher sessions,
covering more than one hundred circuits, mainly with carriages or
goods wagons & the brake van.
However, the next inspection (out of service) was looming as it
was nearly fourteen months since the finished boiler was examined
at the boilermaker’s premises. We had two Sundays to carry-out a
boiler washout, remove the water gauges & hand hole doors, fire
bars and thoroughly clean up the firebox, smokebox and tubes. The
inspection on 6th October went without problems but this was only
the part 1 of the 2 part system, so we need to get an ‘in service’ one
carried out within 28 days if we are to continue to run the loco for
further training days.
That first inspection in service may seem to have been a bit of a
waste of time but we were keen to establish that the boiler repair
was good and that our regulator problem was fully resolved.
Photos by author
.

Ready to go
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and start on
that
missing
cowling panel.
I bought a
couple of one
metre lengths
of 3/8” square
alloy bar from
Metals4U,
fully annealed
one with a gas
torch and a bar
of soap as a
temperature
indicator and
Photo 4
then carefully
rolled it into a
circle on the small set of bending rolls in the museum.
[photo 3].
When I got it home I found the radius was a bit tight so I
annealed it again and softened the bend by hand using a
simple disk of about the right size as a former. The flat part
of the panel was simply cut with a power jig saw from a
1/8” alloy sheet, rescued from an old electronics rack, and
filed to shape. [photo 4]
Bolting the two bits together was one of those jobs
where you need three hands to manage the work and the tool
clamps in preparation for drilling and tapping (M3) the
required holes. The final difficult bit was to line up and
mark the spacer side of the assembled panel with the four
blind holes in the other part of the cowling. For this I
sacrificed a 3/16” Whit bolt, removed the head and using the
lathe, turned a sharp point in one end. With a couple of flats
filed next to the point for easy removal, I was able to screw
this into a blind hole so the point was just protruding for use
as a centre punch on the new panel. Repeated three times
and clearance drilled the process allowed me to mount the
panel to the rest of the cowling with a very fine and even
clearance from the starter pulley. [photo 5]
Before spending
a lot of time derusting and painting
the cutter bar parts it
seemed a good idea
to clean it up, adjust
the cutters and test it
to make sure no new
parts
would
be
needed. That itself
was quite a long job
as all four of the
cutter adjusters were
seized solid and had
to be freed up,
removed and heated
Photo 5
to help extract the
slotted grub screws that do the adjusting. This is now all
reassembled with new grub screws and ready to test but
when attempted, the petrol tube to the carburettor proved I’d
used the wrong stuff and fell apart. I’ve got new tubing and
clips on order …………………… perhaps there will be a
part three of this project!
Photos by author

Allen Scythe Restoration - Part 2
Jerry Scholefield
The tyres were falling apart but I happened to have two
new ones + tubes in stock, bought for my first restoration
which has been ‘on hold’ for a while. Obviously the wheels
would have to come off which meant removing the gib-head
keys that fix the external drive hubs to the axle. One side
was easy but the other defied all the usual methods so I had
to go to extremes and weld the shaft of a slide hammer to
the key head and pound away for some time. Eventually it
slid out but too distorted to be reused. [photo 1]

Photo 1
Removal of the old tyres was straightforward and the
next job was to clean up & paint the rims before wrestling
the new tyres on. This turned out to be a real pig of a job as

Photo 2
the2central depression in the wheel is very shallow and effort
required on the tyre levers seemed excessive. I managed to
nip and puncture both inner tubes and couldn’t make a
reliable repair. In the end I bought a tub of tyre bead paste, a
paste brush and a
long, polished tyre
lever and two new
tubes
before
successfully getting
that bit done. Painting
the rest of each wheel
and picking out the
raised lettering for
“ALLEN OXFORD”
in yellow was the
final part of the wheel
work and was a real
pleasure. [photo 2]
By now I’d had
time to think about
Photo 3
the ‘too difficult list’
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Darlington Carriage progress and
projected work
Robert Leadbetter

Steam was raised in the morning and the carriages were
taken from the shed by Spelthorne and run around the circuit
to check brakes etc. Unfortunately, the 'low oil' light came
on part way round and there was a delay whilst that was
fixed and the carriages returned to a spot on the main line
between engine and carriage sheds ready to couple up to
Darent.

As of September 12th the first bogie had been removed,
a year or more back when it was discovered that the back-toback distance was too great and it derailed at every point.
After much discussion it was decided that a 15mm plate
needed to be fixed to the back of each wheel. One wheel-set
was removed but removing the wheels from the axle proved
an impossible job for us.
Riverside Engineering of Hampton were approached and
agreed to do the job for the cost of the materials so the first
axle set was delivered to them.
It took quite a while for them to work out how to remove
the wheels especially as they had other priorities. The
wheels were removed and new inner flange rings were
purchased. The wheels were drilled and tapped and the inner
flange rings fitted using countersunk screws.
Eventually the first wheelset was returned and was rolled
through points with no derailing.
When the second wheel-set was returned it was fitted to
the bogie which had meantime been cleaned and painted.
Our Ransomes and Rapier crane transported bogie to
Loop where it was pulled by Diesel No.2 and the test over
the points was successful
The inner edges were rounded as they were damaging
the inner face of the rail.

By then it was lunchtime for the crew, so out came the
special long handled frying pan to make use of the lovely
fire Dave was keeping up. (I left for lunch at this point and
returned about 3.30 by which time...) Darent made a number
of circuits to bed in the moving parts and stopped in the

A wheel that has had the disc fitted
Summary of Projected Work from14th September.
1. Wash down coach
2. Remove canopy and stanchions supporting canopy.
3. Loosen seat attachment nuts and ensure seats are free to
move in runners.
4. Restore first bogie ready to fit to carriage.
5. Remove second bogie.
6. Remove both axles from second bogie and contact
Riverside Engineering.
7.Purchase brake system fittings and apply to coach
8.Await return of second bogie wheels and fit
9.Check serviceability
10. Give an extensive test run.

station. Simon Lloyd had arrived with his kit as he had
planned a shoot for a new/updated safety video and so
further movements were under his control rather than the
driver's or the guard's or the stationmaster's!! Josh and
Rebecca, Sheila and I acted as passengers for the shots
demonstrating the correct actions by guard and stationmaster
to shepherd passengers into seats and secure doors etc.
ahead of the 'Right away'. With the train moving the
passengers just had to sit back and enjoy the ride. As nonrevenue passengers we only got one circuit!
Photos by author.
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12. 1. Safe cycling and bike storage,
2. Heritage bus service from Feltham
13. work with our partners on the railway to provide a
rail spur to connect directly with Kempton Park
station.
They want to address the relationship between KGET and
the Railway to better align the two Trusts and develop a
unified organisation on a single site – Kempton Heritage
Steam.

The KGE Business Plan
The plan is to take the museum forward until 2026,
increasing the visitors to it. It is written by David Lawrie.
I stress that this is for the KGE museum only and not the
railway which will publish its own plan in due course.
It was developed after analysis of a range of visitor
surveys conducted by Red Kite Consulting, individual
volunteer observations and suggestions, and a large scale
exercise to seek the views of the active volunteers. The
museum needs to be accredited to really move forward and
this plan is part of what is needed to do that. In turn
accreditation will make fund raising easier.
The full plan runs to 23 pages; much too large to reprint
here. To quote:The Museum is at a critical point in its evolution; with
ever increasing visitor numbers and a range of new and
developing exhibits planned to attract a wider and more
diverse audience, there is no space left within the confines of
the engine house. Without a substantial increase in floor
space it is impossible to achieve the vision of becoming a
“must visit” industrial heritage site. It is believed that the
best possible solution is to acquire the old boiler house,
which is adjacent to the engine house. Acquisition of this
space would reconnect an integral part of building which
once housed the steam raising plant that powered the mighty
steam engines preserved by the trust and would provide
visitors with a proper understanding of how the site
operated. The boiler house would provide invaluable space
for further exhibits, archive storage, education spaces,
meeting rooms, restaurant, toilets and improve accessibility.
The plans lists what has been achieved in the last 25
years. It mentions the railway’s part in the functioning of the
engines and how it is being developed as another attraction
and a way of bringing visitors to the museum.
It also lists the strengths and weaknesses of the
organisation and the alternative attractions nearby.
Things which need improving;1. A project to transform the old boiler house with
access arrangements for a range of facilities
2. Provide access for the less mobile, a passenger lift
located in the loading bay
3. Improve the male toilet facilities urgently and
introduce temporary facilities until a permanent
solution can be agreed.
4. Improve the refreshment area
5. Improve the foyer/sales area
6. Replace the existing crew/meeting rooms for an
increasing number of volunteers
7. Engage with Thames Water and L.B. of Hounslow
to ensure adequate parking facilities to cope with the
growth in visitors
8. Work with our partners in the railway to ensure a
regular team to supervise and marshal traffic and
pedestrians
9. Rigorous control measures to ensure that nothing is
done to damage or otherwise disturb the fabric of
the building
10. All volunteers, contractors and events personnel
must be made aware of the dual status
11. Engage with L.B. of Hounslow and the Cultural
Providers team to consider and encourage
alternative travel arrangements:

The issue of the old boiler house forms an appendix and
starts:This proposal forms part of the Business Plan 2021-26 and
outlines Kempton Great Engines Trust’s ambition to
repurpose the adjacent Kempton Park boiler house,
currently used by Thames Water, for use by Kempton Steam
Museum. Acquisition of this space would reconnect an
integral part of building which once housed the steam
raising plant that powered the mighty steam engines
preserved by the trust. The boiler house would provide
invaluable space for further exhibits, archive storage,
education spaces, meeting rooms, restaurant, toilets and
improve accessibility. Bricked-up doorways are all that
separates the museum from the boiler house; opening them
up would make movement between the two seamless for
visitors. The following provides historical context and the
aims of this project in greater detail.
I think this gives the gist of the plan and I suggest that if you
are really interested then you obtain a copy for yourself.

We join the Transport Trust
Robert Leadbetter
It was with great personal delight that I received our
Railways membership number 1585 from the National
Transport Trust. We joined after our President Prof. Bryan
Woodriff invited me to the awards ceremony at Brooklands
museum. At the ceremony were Prince Michael of Kent the
then Patron, and Judy, Lady McAlpine. The photo shows
our President talking to the Prince and Lady McAlpine.

One issue of interest is the restoration prize given to the
organisation that produces a unique article for its annual
competition. We have such a vehicle for restoration and that
is our Ransom and Rapier 6 ton crane.
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If this were to win the prize I believe it would elevate
our position in the transport world.
The transport trust of course represents all form of
transport and some winners have restored artefacts from
basic material whilst ours is at least operational. There are
very few Ransoms and Rapier 6 ton cranes operational now
so in the cranes section of the competition I think we might
be on to a winner.
This year’s affiliation fee of £60 has been sponsored by
our President.

Peter Heywood Taylor
Sadly, we have to report the passing of a wellknown Hamptonion, Peter Heywood Taylor.
He was born in Hampton on the 30th June 1950
and spent his life in Hampton.
He attended the local Rectory School, Hampton
and then trained as a carpenter/builder at Goslings after
which he ran his own business as a builder/carpenter in
Hampton for 40 years.
His hobbies were Clay Pidgeon shooting and cars.
He owned a Bentley and a Jaguar and an Audi.
He remarried in 1997 and leaves 2 children and 5
grandchildren
He is particularly remembered by us at the
Hampton and Kempton Waterworks Railway as the
man who produced the joinery for the refurbished
Devon coaches and cutting the final joining rail on the
Hanworth Loop.

Peter cutting the last rail in the Loop

RL

Peter as he would like to be remembered
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Draft: This map
may well be subject
to change
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